Local Knowledge, Global Experience

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT SERVICES
THROUGHOUT LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
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Construction professionals with a commitment to excellence

BCQS was established in 1969 to provide

BCQS provides a full Construction Management

real estate professional services to clients

service as an alternative to the traditional

in the Caribbean. Nearly 50 years later, the

employment of a single general contractor for

company is now one of the most experienced

any construction project. For a fixed fee BCQS

independent Property and Development

will manage your project using site based

companies throughout the Caribbean and

construction professionals, ensuring your project

Latin America with twelve offices and two other

is built to the highest quality, on time and within

Group Companies offering complimentary

budget.

services to over 30 countries.
Clients benefit from our Construction Management
Our team combines global expertise with

service because we ensure the best possible

extensive local knowledge and experience to

value for money by the direct placement of

ensure that clients’ property and development

sub-contracts for each element of the works

assets are developed and managed to their

and the direct purchase of materials required

greatest potential.

for the build. This means our clients build at
‘cost’ thereby avoiding a general contractor’s

We believe that every client should receive

overheads, profit margins, and preliminary costs.

the greatest value for money spent along with
unsurpassed service.

Construction Management services can be
commissioned for any size project, from small

We offer a comprehensive range of consultancy

renovations and home extensions through to multi-

services. Our core services include but are not

million dollar new construction projects, BCQS has

limited to Construction Management, Project

the team to meet your needs. In this brochure,

Management, Construction Cost Consultancy,

we illustrate a selection of projects successfully

Claims Consultancy, Arbitration and Real Estate

managed by BCQS during recent years and as a

Valuations and Appraisals.

testament to our services we have included some
quotes from our clients and friends.
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Start the Relationship Early
Many of the most critical decisions relating to
a construction project are made at the early
stages when only limited information is available.
As your Construction Manager, we highly
recommend our involvement from the beginning
of the project. Independent professional advice
from BCQS relating to the appointment of
consultants, preparation of project budgets,
design development, cost advice, material
selection, statutory approvals and contractual
matters are all important aspects of any
construction project.
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Our Construction Management
Services Include:
- Appointment of Consultants
- Feasibility
- Building Advice
- Material Selection and Purchase
- Cost Management
- Project Programming
- On Site Management
- Sub-Contractor Coordination
- Completion and Defects Management
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BCQS can save you money
With an early involvement in any project BCQS is
able to establish accurate construction budgets
before the design progresses too far. This will
ensure that your building design not only meets
your needs, but is also affordable and within your
budget. The procurement of a project on an ‘at
cost’ basis means that there are no hidden mark
ups and trade discounts are passed back to the
client. It is often the experience of our clients
that the savings and value that BCQS services
generate more than offset the fees that we
charge.
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John Doak Architecture/ Poynor Photography

Our Mission
BCQS International’s mission is to offer a
professional, independent, comprehensive
and high quality service to our clients, assessing
and managing risk to ensure a quality product
completed on time and within budget.
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Benefits of Construction
Management Services
Why retain a Construction Manager?
Construction projects can be complex, from
start through to competition, there are many
activities involved in the planning, coordination,
and control of a project. A good Construction
Manager will ensure the process runs smoothly,
educating and leading Owners through the
challenges of design and construction. The
presence of a Construction Manager will benefit
the project in several ways including:
-- Your project is being managed by a qualified
construction professional.
-- We will assist with the cost management of
design decisions as the project progresses
and will suggest design and buildability
improvements to save money.
-- Overall lower costs because the client benefits
directly from the best deals on sub-contracts
and material purchases.
-- No markups or hidden costs, our clients have
full access to their project accounts.
-- As construction professionals, working for a
fixed fee we will always look after our clients’
interests first and give sound professional
advice.
-- The quality of work on site is controlled by a
construction professional that is acting for you.
-- Increased flexibility with procuring your own
materials and/or the employment of preferred
sub-contractors.
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Client Testimonials
“In over 5 years of development BCQS’s

“For our first custom built home, we very much

involvement as sole project manager, quantity

wanted to be involved in the construction

surveyor, and procurement lead was nothing

process. We worked closely with BCQS to create

short of critical in delivering a world class product

a home that we love and are happy to show off.

in good time and with almost zero changes

BCQS knew we had a tight budget, and worked

and cost overruns. This meant getting the right

exceptionally hard (and used its substantial

people in at the right times in a staggered and

clout in the market) to maximise the value from

highly complex project. BCQS delivered detailed

each of the building trades. BCQS kept our

transparency throughout construction resulting

expectations in check, kept us within budget and

in relatively few headaches for a project of our

on schedule. Would we build another home with

size. Looking back on the project, I thoroughly

BCQS or recommend them to our friends? Yes.”

enjoyed the process and the people. I simply

- Ian and Maria Whan Tong

would not undertake a development project
in the BVI in the foreseeable future without

“I am very pleased with the construction

partnering again with BCQS.”

management services provided by Neil Purton

- Thomas Cripps, Footyboots, LLC

and his team from BCQS. The subcontractors
chosen provided the quality that I was looking

“I’m very satisfied with how BCQS (BVI)

for and the house was finished within budget. I

handled all of the Project and Construction

found BCQS to be very professional when solving

Management Services from start to finish for

any problems as they arose and would gladly

the Construction of our Beach Development

utilise their services in the future.”

Project in Virgin Gorda, BVI. Ben Butler and

- Donald McLean

Jonathan Cadwgan-Evans were very thorough
and professional rendering their services. Their

“BCQS handled all of the construction needs

knowledge of local Government processes

for the building of our vacation home on Grand

and regulations and with local Contractors

Cayman, even though we live 2,500 miles away.

was instrumental in the success of our Project.

They were prompt and efficient, thoroughly

I would gladly recommend BCQS (BVI) to

professional, and kept us in the loop from start to

anyone looking to build a facility in the BVI or

finish. We couldn’t be happier with the results.”

on the surrounding Islands.”

- Steve Maeda & Janet Wilson

- Jose M. Garcia
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“BCQS worked with us to build our home in

“The first decision we made with respect to a

Crystal Harbour. They were very attentive

new house build was to employ BCQS as project

during the bid process and provided us with

managers. We had used them previously when

value engineering, which enabled us to

rebuilding after Hurricane Ivan and we knew

proceed with our project budget. We were

what they brought to the table. BCQS prepared

concerned that being away during the

the initial costs estimates, handled all tenders,

construction phase may lead to problems,

helped with sub-contractor selection and of

but to our delight, BCQS’s construction

course managed the build from start to finish.

management skills performed excellently.

For us though, the main advantage of using

They assembled a well qualified management

BCQS was to have someone who was clearly

and subcontractor team and the project was

on our ‘team’, who handled disputes, assessed

completed on time. I would recommend BCQS

quotes, reviewed proposed timelines and

for any construction project. Well done guys!”

monitored the quality of work to meet our very

- Michael A. Cunney

demanding standards.”
- Robert Jenkinson

“Our Manager from BCQS, Steve Theaker, led
this project from its inception. His dedication,

“I could not count how many people had

advice, and inspiration meant so many

told me before we started how stressful and

refinements of the highest quality were

unpleasant the process of building a house

incorporated in our home as construction

could be, but using BCQS took a lot of the

proceeded. We are absolutely delighted with

pain out of it for us. They did a great job of

the result.”

managing the project and worked very well with

- Owner of Residence

our architect, John Doak. And we benefited
from their experience when it came to choosing

“BCQS did a terrific job for us bringing to life our

the best contractors and tradesmen for each

Purple Haze house. In just seven months they

aspect of the build, and then getting the best

were able without sparing their time, energy

out of them. BCQS put together a truly first-class

and even quite a few nights to make it happen

team who all did great work. The result is that

on time “despite”... They committed and they

we ended up with a beautiful house that is a

delivered! What else can you ask for!?”

pleasure to live in.”

- Owner of Purple Haze

- Andrew Bolton
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“BCQS International worked with us from start to
finish in a professional and efficient manner. Their
knowledge of industry contractors was invaluable
to the project. Even when the project was
finished BCQS stood by their work and made sure
every detail was ironed out. I would recommend
them to anyone who is considering building or
renovating their own house.”
- Pamela Fowler
“Local knowledge and a time earned
appreciation of how things get done are
fundamental to the success of any project in
the Caribbean region. As the architect for a
number of estate residences and beach houses
built by the BCQS International construction
team, including my own and some others that
appear in this brochure, I can attest to BCQS
International’s ability to consistently deliver on
time, within budget and usually exceed their
clients’ expectations”
- John Doak, Architect
“BCQS International provided us with a first
class service from the appointment of the
project design team to the completion of the
construction. We would have no hesitation in
recommending their construction management
services to anyone looking to build.”
- Nora Burke
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“We were very pleased with the Construction
Management service provided by BCQS, in
particular their ability to manage the whole
process without us having to deal directly with
sub-contractors and suppliers. The professional
way in which they managed the cost reporting
and financial administration of the project was
very informative and enabled us to work within
our overall budget. We are delighted with our
house and are happy to recommend BCQS to
anyone looking to build.”
- Conor O’Dea
“The BCQS International Construction
Management team successfully brought
our architect’s vision and design to fruition,
delivering to us a stunning home far beyond
our expectations. Neil Purton and his team’s
in-depth knowledge of the island’s craftsmen
and contractors, selection of proper and
appropriate materials, and cost management,
brought our project to an efficient completion
and on budget. Living in the United States
during the construction process, we always felt
comfortable and confident that the project
was well under control.”
- Peter & Barbara Frischman
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“They were very responsive and managed our
project with great attention. This was particularly
important to us as I was not in BVI myself, so I
depended heavily on their constant feedback
and communications to ensure everything went
ahead smoothly and within the timeframe we had.”
- Jennifer Cowdroy, Mourant Ozannes
“We engaged BCQS International to complete
a total refit of our BVI office which was
completed on time and under budget. From
the initial quote and design through to the
final feature points, BCQS have offered sound
advice, competitive prices and a proactive
approach to each element of the project.
The team at BCQS International have always
displayed a high level of professionalism while
delivering an excellent result, regularly going the
extra mile to produce the quality finish we were
seeking. Jonathan and Lyle were constantly
in communication with us so we knew what to
expect and when. The bulk of the work was
done after hours and completed in the given
time frames. When work needed to be done
during hours BCQS were very professional
and mindful of creating the least amount of
disruption to our team, clients, and services.
The premises were always left neat and tidy,
making it easy for us to continue working. The
experience of working with BCQS was enjoyable
and we would not hesitate to recommend your
services to others.”
- Zoe Hudson, Campbells Legal
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Nearly 50 Years of Experience
in Over 30 Countries
Anguilla, Antigua, Argentina, Aruba,
Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Bermuda,
Bonaire, Brazil, British Virgin Islands, Cayman
Islands, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Curacao,
Dominican Republic, Ghana, Grenada,
Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica, Montserrat, Nevis,
Puerto Rico, St Kitts, St Lucia, St Maarten,
St Vincent and the Grenadines, Trinidad

BCQS Operates Throughout

& Tobago, Turks & Caicos Islands, and the

The Caribbean and Latin America

United States Virgin Islands.

With 12 strategically located offices, our team
has the local knowledge and global experience
to successfully deliver projects throughout the
Caribbean and Latin America.
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Bahamas
Tel: +1 242 327 7153 I Email: dns@bcqs.com I Contact: Daria Stubbs
Barbado
Tel: +1 246 428 8091 I Email: samin@bcqs.com I Contact: Sanjay Amin
Bermuda
Tel: +1 441 292 1718 I Email: tberry@bcqs.com I Contact: Tim Berry
Brazil
Tel: +55 11 9 9390 8805 I Email: jslattery@bcqs.com I Contact: James Slattery
British Virgin Islands
Tel: +1 284 494 7144 I Email: bbutler@bcqs.com I Contact: Ben Butler
Cayman Islands
Tel: +1 345 949 8644 I Email: ljd@bcqs.com I Contact: Liam Day
Colombia
Tel: +57 1 268 0487 I Email: javilan@bcqs.com I Contact: Jorge Avilán
Guyana
Tel: +1 592 227 1161 I Email: samin@bcqs.com I Contact: Sanjay Amin
Jamaica
Tel: +1 876 926 2418 I Email: bgoldson@bcqs.com I Contact: Brain Goldson
St. Lucia
Tel: +1 758 450 7040 I Email: samin@bcqs.com I Contact: Sanjay Amin
Trinidad & Tobago
Tel: +1 868 622 2277 Email: kcallender@bcqs.com I Contact: Ken Callender
Turks and Caicos Islands
Tel: +1 649 946 4238 I Email: staylor@bcqs.com I Contact: Simon Taylor
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